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General competition rules for cleaning-technology professional 

tournament 

I. Description of competitive conditions of Clean Europe: 

 

a. Competition consists of four races and the finals. 

1) Warsaw 

2) Verona 

3) Bucharest 

4) Budapest (competition and finals) 

b. Competition will have two events: 

1) BASIC CLEANING ( using single disk machine and wet vacuum cleaning)  

2) DAMP MOPPING 

c.  To enter the races, a two-person team and an expert is needed. 

d. Teams may enter all races if they pay the 30 € entry-fee. In 2013, that is the first year of 

the competition, there will be no entry-fee. 

e. For entry to the finals of the tournament teams have to take part in at least one race, 

and qualify themselves for the finals. 

f. All races will have official referees. The result of the competition will be agreed on with  

subjective and objective marking. Of  the maximum, 50-50 % will be obtained with 

objective and subjective marking. 

g. The jury of the competition are the expterts of the teams. The experts can’t assess their 

own team. 

h. All teams and their members will each receie certificates. All important data regarding 

the qualification will be marked on the certifcates.  
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II. Description of competition tasks: 

 

1) BASIC CLEANING (single disk machine and wet vacuum cleaner) 

 

o Task of competition: single disk machine will be led on the field way it scrubs the largest 

surface possible. At the same time all water must be soaked up with a wet vacuum 

cleaner. 

o Field is (2,5 m X 1,25 m) pvc coated and it has 12 cones on it.  

o Two team members will work at the same time, one of them works with the single disk 

machine and the other with the wet vacuum cleaner. 

o Only specified tools provided by the organizers must be used. 

o Single disk machine is equipped with a hard brush and two litre of water in its container. 

o The machine will start at the line till it finishes at the end of the course where a single 

cone has to be rounded three times. Then the machine will be parked at the stop sign. 

Meanwhile teammate soaks the water.  

o The task is finished when the soaking teammate waves finish with his/her hand. 

o To finish the task teams have five minutes. The five minutes contained the possible 

punishment time as well. The team doesn’t get points for overtime activity. 

o During the task achievement expert judge the subjective marking (implementation) 

according to the following points: elegance, size of cleaned surface, and the driest 

possible floor. 
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2) DAMP MOPPING 

 

o Task of competition: damp mopping of the field, rinse of mop after every 6 m
2
 (at the 

start and two more times) 

o Team members fulfil the task separately, cleaning the surface in order A, B, C. 

o The competitive exclusion criteria are: changing the order A, B, C; failure of rinsing after 

every 6 m
2
. 

o From the two individual achievements the better will be considered. 

o Participation in the competition is conditioned by appropriate mop and two-bucket 

system. 

o Field is 18 m
2
 pvc coated and it has 12 cones on it.  

o For task achievement each individual has 5 minutes. The 5 minutes contains the possible 

punishment time as well. 

o Experts judge according to subjective points: quality, ergonomics and the driest possible 

floor. 

 

III. Rules of judgement 

The ultimate rank of the competiton is given by the points receaved for the objective 

(achievement) and subjective (implementation) marking. 

a) For the objective marking (achievement) maximum 300 point can be receaved. (5 

minutes x 60 seconds) This could be only achieved if the task was acomplished in 0 

second. 

- The achieved scores are agreed on regarding the score corresponding to the task 

achievement time and the added punishment points wich the judges withdraw 

from the 300 points. If the points to be withdrown is more than 300, than his/her 

certificate will conatain minus points. 
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- Every overturned cone means 15 points punishment in every race, but the 

overturnded cone of grater importance which has to be rounden three times by 

basic cleaning, means 30 point punishments. 

- The touched but not overturned cone means 5 points revard. 

b) Maximum 300 points can be given for the subjective marking (implementation). The 

punishment points will be withdrawn from these. 

- The subjective evaluation will be made with votecard. 

- Every regard is worth 100 points. 

- The voting cards range from 10 % to 100 %. 

All rights for modification of competition rules is reserved. 

22 March 2013. Budapest 

 

Tibor Ritz 

Clean Europe chief expert, MATISZ expert 


